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Abstract

For several decades, Bahamas has intermittently attracted interest for hydrocarbon exploration. Only 6 test wells had been drilled, encountering thick upper Mesozoic and Cenozoic carbonates which, for the most part, are almost barren in hydrocarbon content. Because of the great depth to the older rocks; 3 to 4 km, these rocks were hardly drill tested. To the west, in Cuba, Jurassic and older strata have produced over 60,000 barrels of oil per day. Cuba currently has proven reserves of 181 million barrels of oil. Analyses of gravity, magnetic, and processed seismic data in southeastern Bahamas provide independently clear evidence for the presence of Jurassic salt diapirism. The interpreted diapir is adjacent to a deep rift basin that may be a principal source of hydrocarbon generation. That basin has a drainage area of over 9000 sq km and a thickness of over 12 km. It appears to be part of a Triassic-Jurassic rift that extends southeast from Florida. In the vicinity of the interpreted diapir, calculations of thermal maturity from well log analysis validate the possibility of hydrocarbon generation and expulsion from the Middle Jurassic to the present.
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Significance of a Syn-Rift Basin*

- can contain organic-rich sediments (hydrocarbon source rocks)
- Major salt deposits and structures; Gulf of Mexico, Brazil, etc
- high heat flow, contributing to higher source rock maturation
- Excellent reservoir rocks in sands (erosion of basin flanks)

Jurassic Salt Diapirism; Offshore Nova Scotiα*, GoM

* Monnier, Colletta & McBarek (2010)
Buried under 2 to 5 km of Younger sediments; Triassic-Jurassic RIFT BASIN (Epstein and Clark, 2009)
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Compilation of Geophysical Data for Columbus Pillow Project

2. 1982 LD marine survey gravity data NW of Long Island
3. 1984 UTIG marine survey magnetic data in Exuma Channel
4. 1998-2011 land gravity measurements by Spector in the Bahamas
5. 1998 Terraquest aeromagnetic survey of Long Island
6. 2012 re-processing of 1982-84 UTIG & LD marine seismic data
Long Island gravity & aeromagnetic surveys
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Intense 400 nT magnetic anomaly observed at north end of island. It originates at a depth of 14 to 15 km.
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Processed* UTIG seismic data

* D. Schieck (2012) using DISCO software
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MAGNETIC DATA ANALYSIS
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Composite Geophysical Interpretation;
gridacy+magnetic+seismic

Exuma Sound Rift

- Prospective traps above and adjacent to the diapir
- Salt makes for excellent trap SEALs!

12+ km sedimentary section
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SUMMARY of FINDINGS

1. **Diapiric salt structure** (Columbus Pillow = -30mgal gravity) revealed in gravity and seismic data, at depth of 5 km, localized by magnetic graben structure

2. Favorable **hydrocarbon generation** conditions. in Lower Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks from vitrinite analysis

3. Indication of the Exuma Basin Depo Center a 12 km thick sedimentary section, NW trending, 100 km long Contains **thick salt interval** (-60 mgal gravity)
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